2 HR SHAFTWALL ASSEMBLY - UL DESIGN: U498

1" SHAFTLINER FILLER STRIP

FASTEN J TRACKS WITH 1" TYPE S SCREWS 24" O.C.

STEEL COLUMN

NON-RATED STEEL STUD PARTITION

LATERAL STEEL BRACE

2 HR SHAFTWALL ASSEMBLY WITH LINER PANEL ORIENTED TOWARD LATERAL BRACE - UL DESIGN: U497
2 HR SHAFTWALL ASSEMBLY WITH LINER PANEL ORIENTED TOWARD LATERAL BRACE - UL DESIGN: U497

FASTEN J TRACKS WITH 1 5/8" TYPE S SCREWS 24" O.C.

1" SHAFTLINER FILLER STRIP

2 HR SHAFTWALL ASSEMBLY WITH LINER PANEL ORIENTED TOWARD LATERAL BRACE - UL DESIGN: U497

LATERAL STEEL BRACE

NON-RATED STEEL STUD PARTITION

STEEL COLUMN

DATE: 09/01/18
SCALE: 1 1/2"=1'-0"
DETAIL: ST 103
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